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An experimental investigation was made of the thermodynamic properties of aluminum,
bismuth, and copper at pressures from 0.3 kbar to 14 Mbar and at densities from 10 - to 2.6 of the
normal value. A description is given of the apparatus and methods used to create and investigate
such states of these metals subjected to shock-wave and adiabatic loading.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interaction of concentrated energy fluxes with matter
creates a strongly compressed and heated plasma with pressures in the range of megabars and with a specific concentration of the thermal energy much higher than the cohesive
energy of the solid. The medium may enter into complex
transient motion accompanied by the creation of powerful
shock waves and strongly inhomogeneous dense plasma
fluxes. The physical processes can be analzyed and calculations of the parameters of such effects, associated with a high
local energy concentration, can be carried out provided reliable information is available on the thermodynamic properties of metals in a wide range of parameters covering all four
states of matter.'-3 In view of the serious difficulties encountered in a theoretical description of strongly compressed and
heated media, the required thermodynamic functions are
by collating experimental
constructed ~emiempirically~.~
data obtained as a result of a dynamic interaction with investigated material^.^'^ The development of semiempirical models for deriving equations of state requires measurements of
not only the shock compressibility, but also of the isentropic
expansion of shock-compressed (compressed as a result of
shock-wave loading) sample^',^.^ which make it possible to
investigate experimentally a range of states of a dense heated
metallic liquid and a highly nonideal plasma, which are extremely difficult to describe theoretically.'
In the physics of high pressures the most extreme conditions are currently reached by dynamic methods utilizing
the technique of shock waves to compress and heat matter
irreversibly. It has only recently become possible to carry
out investigations at pressures of 2.5 Mbar under static compression conditions,' whereas the majority of shock-wave
measurements at present are done at pressures 2 5 Mbar
~ ~ ~pneumaticlo
.~
generators of shock
using e x p l o ~ i v e and
waves. The results of absolute measurements of the shock
compressibility of copper and lead at a pressure of about 10
Mbar, reached using explosives, were obtained using apparatus which was not d e ~ c r i b e d . " ~Methods
'~
that make it
possible to reach even higher pressures are being studied and
developed. They include electrical explosion of foils, l 3 the
use of powerful laser radiation fluxes,I4the use of relativistic
electron beams,I5 and electrodynamic acceleration of strikers.16 The use of high explosives has made it possible to increase the record pressure to 4 Gbar (Ref. 17), and the
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shock compressibility of aluminum has been determined at
these pressures.
On the other hand, all the potentialities have not yet
been exhausted in the technique of hydrodynamic energy
a c c ~ m u l a t i o n ,based
'~
on "gradient"
and
acceleration of fluxes focused at the center or on a symmetry
Condensed explosives can be used to create powerful shock waves in suitable systems, providing an opportunity for experimental investigation of the shock compressibility and isentropic expansion of continuous media in the range
of pressures inaccessible to conventional explosive metho d s , ' ~still
~ sufficiently low to avoid the use of a complex and
expensive method of strong explosions. 17.24.25,26 The working
range of such high-pressure generators covers also the states
on shock adiabats of metals at pressures on the order of several megabars, which are the starting point for the penetration, by isentropic expansion, into the two-phase and nearcritical regions of the phase diagram of the investigated
matter.4
The present paper gives the results of experimental investigations of dense metal plasmas in the megabar range of
pressures using shock compression methods and isentropic
unloading. Measurements were made on aluminum, copper,
and bismuth, metals used widely as construction materials in
experimental and technological systems operating subject to
strong pulses. Aluminum moreover can act as a reference
metal in shock-wave investigations at high and ultrahigh
pressures,28-30SO that its thermodynamic description should
be more precise.
Shock waves have been generated by linear explosive
launcher^,'.^.^ which employ acceleration of flat metallic
strikers by the products of detonation of condensed explosives to velocities W = 5-6 km/s. Widening of the investigated part of the phase diagram of the investigated metals
can also be achieved employing high-velocity explosive
launchers utilizing the phenomenon of irregular reflection of
and the principle of
conically converging shock waves223233"
energy accumulation in linear layer
The new
data were analyzed together with the results of experim e n t ~ ' ~ ,corrected
'~
allowing for new detailed measurements of the parameters of launchers and recent data on
reference shock adiabats of screens36and gaseous barriers."
This has made it possible to determine experimentally the
points in important parts of phase diagrams of aluminum,
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copper, and bismuth at pressures from 14 Mbar to 0.3 kbar
~ ~10-2po (p, is the normal denand densities from 2 . 6 to
sity), corresponding to strongly compressed and heated degenerate plasma states and a quasi-ideal Boltzmann plasma
including high-temperature boiling and condensation
curves in the vicinity of the critical point. These results provide the basis for deriving wide-ranging semiempirical equations of
necessary for a physical description of the
effects of strong pulses on materials.
2. APPARATUS AND DIAGNOSTICS

The dynamic methods for the investigation of thermophysical properties of matter at high pressures and temperatures are based on the use of the laws of conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy in the algebraic (plane steady-state
shock wave) or integral (simple rarefaction wave) forms
relating thermodynamic and kinematic parameters of the
r n e d i ~ r n . ' .We
~ determined thermodynamic properties of
metals subjected to shock wave loading, which was done employing the reflection (continuous and porous samples of
bismuth) and deceleration (samples of aluminum, bismuth,
and some of the copper samples) methods based on the laws
governing the decay of an arbitrary discontinuity when the
shock waves go from a reference material into an investigated sample or as a result of impact on the investigated target
of strikers with known dynamic properties.
States of lower (relative to the solid state) density were
attained by isentropic expansion of a shock-compressed metal in media with lower values of the dynamic impedancepc,,
and with known shock adiabat~.'.~,'~
Conversion from gas
dynamic (P-U) to thermodynamic (P-V-E) variables involves evalulation of the Riemann integrals describing the
laws of conservation for a given type of self-similar flow I:

where the index a refers to the initial state on a shock adiabat
and the index s represents corresponding states on an isentrope. The parameters of the initial state were determined
from the measured values of the wave velocity D and mass
velocity U of a shock wave in samples of metals in accordance with the laws of conservation at the front of a plane
shock discontinuity' : P, = p,,JIU, V, = ( D - U)/p,,,JI,
E, = U2/2 E,,, wherep, is the initial density of a porous
sample. The use of barriers of different dynamic rigidity
made it possible to study the behavior of the expansion isentropes P = P, ( U) originating from states on shock adiabats
when the plasma density increased to several megabars,
right up to the gaseous range where pressures were hundreds
of bars.
The first series of experiments was carried out on solid
and porous bismuth samples. Porous samples were used to
increase the effects of irreversible heating as a result of
shock-wave compression. 1.6,12,39*40,41 In this series of experiments we detected states of shock compression of a sample
with aporosity m = p,/p,, = 1.0, 1.48, 1.92, 1.96,2.45,2.85
and we investigated isentropes of unloading from states on
adiabats characterized by m = 1 and m = 2.45. Shock loading was due to planar explosive-driven end launchers '-' in
which the investigated samples were in contact with alumi-

+
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num, copper, or iron screens. Shock waves were excited in
the screens by deceleration of aluminum or steel plates driven by the products of detonation of condensed explosive substances. The intensity of shock waves in the screens of each
type of charge was determined in a separate series of experiments.
The wave velocity D in bismuth and the screens was
determined by an electric-contact baseline method. Electriccontact sensors were copper wires 0.5 mm in diameter with a
fiber thread insulation, which were bonded by an epoxy resin
into apertures 0.8 mm in diameter in layers of the target and
polished down flush with the lower surface of each layer.
Insulation between the layers was ensured by a Mylar film 15
p m thick. The sensors were located on plane surfaces of the
target within a circle 20 mm in diameter at points with
known coordinates. A reduction of the stray inductance and
an improvement in the profile of the signal were ensured by
mounting a pulse-shaping electric circuit directly on the
shock wave generator, which also made it possible to reduce
the number of connecting wires.
Fast-response S9-4A electronic oscilloscopes were used
to record the sensor operation signals. A shared sinusoidal
calibration signal (100-200 MHz) was applied directly before measurements using a circuit containing the oscilloscopes and sensors. Then, apart from the sensor signals, a
record was made of timing marks which were shared by all
the devices. The knowledge of where the sensors were located and when they operated (deduced from the oscillograms)
relative to the shared timing marks made it possible to monitor the curvature of the shock wave front and to introduce
corrections for its skewness4' Target films were held in
place by screws. A careful control of the film thickness, of
the parallel orientation of its surfaces, and of the sensorconnecting circuit made it possible to record, in each oscillogram, signals at six levels (with a resolution down to 1 ns)
and to verify simultaneous operation of sensors in a given
plane, so that the wave velocities in solid films could be determined to within 1%. When nonporous solid samples were
exposed to air (at atmospheric pressure) or argon (at 10
kbar), the error was 2-2.5%. The mass velocity U and the
pressure P were found by the reflection method'.' from the
measured values ofD and the known dynamic adiabats of the
screen^.^" The dynamic compressibility of bismuth samples
of different initial porosities was determined by this method
and the results are listed in Table I (lines 1-32). The experimental data on the compressibility of solid bismuth samples
(lines 1-6) were the refined results of Ref. 32 and of measurements carried out in collaboration with Bakanova and
Trunin. Samples with lower porosities were pellets compacted from a fine powder consisting of grains of 50 p m size.
~ " ~ . ~that
' for this particle
Estimates and e ~ ~ e r i m e n t s ~showed
size the influence on the measured parameters of shock
waves on the air included in the pores was slight. The geometry of the samples (with a diameter of 38 mm and height 2-3
mm) was selected in such a way as'to exclude the distorting
influence of lateral expansion waves and rear unloading
waves due to the components of the apparatus.
The points on the upper parts of the expansion isentropes, close to the points representing the initial states, were
obtained by unloading the investigated samples into condensed light barriers in the form of Teflon, polyethylene, and
polystyrene of different densities p,. The values of the paGlushak etaL
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TABLE I. Shock compressibility of solid and porous metal samples.

D, km/s

I

U,km/s

I

P, Mbar

I

plpm

Bismuth, m-1.00

Bismuth, m-1.48

Bismuth, mi1.92

Bismuth, m=1.96

Bismuth, m=2.45

Bismuth, m=2.85

Bismuth, m=1.00

Aluminum, m=1.00

Bismuth, m=1.00

*The initial states on the expansion isentropes of shock-compressed porous samples of bismuth
(Table 11) and porous samples of aluminum and bismuth (Table 111) are identified by an asterisk.
**Lines 1-37 give the mass velocity (km/s) in a screen (reflection method, first and second
series of experiments), whereas lines 38-46 give the velocity (km/s) of a striker in the deceleration method (third series of experiments).
***Expansion isentropes in Figs. 3, 5, and 8.

rameters of the expanding metal-were determined at different pressure levels by analogy with the determination of the
initial states, i.e., using the measured velocities in the barriers. The lower parts of the isentropes were obtained when
samples expanded in argon at various initial pressures Po
741
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from 1 to 30 bar. The velocity of the front of a shock wave in
argon was measured bv an optical baseline method employing a fast image-converter camera which recorded the onset
of emission of radiation from the plasma as the shock wave
emerged from the sample in the gas and the radiation
Glushak etal.
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TABLE 11. Unloading isentropes of porous ( m= 2.45) bismuth samples
S7

Barr~ermaterial*

P,kbar
Teflon
Polyethylene
Plast~cfoam ( O 7 g/cm')
Plastic foam ( O 5 g/cm')
Plasttc foam (036 g/cm')
Plast~cfoam (03 g/cml)
Plastic foam ( 0 13 g/cm')
Argon ( 3 0 atm)
Argon ( 2 0 dtm)
Argon ( I S dlm)
Argon (IOatm)
Argon ( 5 dtm)
Argon ( 3 atm)
Argon ( l atm)

6.50
7.39
5.87
5.55
5.36
5.86
5.92
6.13
6.39
6.72
7.20

2.73
3.08
3.47
3.70
3.90
4.86
4.90
5.12
5.37
5.80
6.26

387
209
143
103
75
-

9.4
7.2
5.2
2.8
1.9
0.74

1

Sa

D, km/s

U,km/s

7.86
8.97
7.41
6.94
6.80
6.78
7.41
7.53
8.18
8.33
9.54

3.59
4.14
4.61
5.12
5.18
5.68
6.35
6.46
7.09
7.23
8.53

( P, kbar
615

342
232
128
iO6i
48
23.4
16.0

-

9.7

5.0
1.35

*The values in parentheses give the initial density of the barrier material in the case of plastic
foam and the initial gas pressure in the case of argon.

showed a strong enhancement when the front of the wave
reached a Plexiglas barrier located at a given distance from
the target. '
The results of measurements of the wave velocities in
condensed and gaseous barriers during unloading of shockcompressed porous bismuth samples are presented in Table
11, where each experimental point corresponded to a value
averaged between two and six experiments. The material velocities U and the pressures P i n the barriers were calculated

using linear D U relationships with coefficients from Ref. 6 .
The values found in this way, which were equal (because of
the conditions for continuity at a contact edge) to the corresponding characteristics of bismuth in isentropic unloading
waves are also included in Table 11. The flow parameters
during isentropic expansion of shock-compressed continuous samples of bismuth unloaded in aluminum, Plexiglas,
argon, and air at atmospheric pressure are listed in Table 111.
Higher shock compression parameters were obtained

TABLE 111. Isentropic expansion of shock-compressed solid of bismuth and aluminum.
-

Initial state*

Barrier material

aluminum
Plexiglas
air ( 1 atm)

I

D, km/r

I

U,km/s

1

P, kbar

1 w,

- 2u,

kmIs

Bismuth, generation of plane shock waves
8.76
2.54
603

5.13

4.60

0.28

0.54

Bismuth, generation of conical shock waves

33

{

34

(

36
37

aluminum
air

Plexiglas
:J:minum
aluminum
Plexiglas
{air
air
air
Aluminum, layer cumulative systems

38
39
40
41
42

air
air
air
air
air
Bismuth, layer cumulative systems

43

air

46

air

*Serial number of the line in Table I.
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FIG. 1. Generator of conically converging shock waves: 1 ) explosion initiation point; 2 ) layer of explosive substance spreading detonation from
the initiation point to a circle; 3 ) inert spacer; 4) generator of a plane
detonation wave in the form of an element of a discrete multipoint system
for detonation of a conical explosive charge; 5) explosive materials in the
channels ofagenerator of a plane detonation wave; 6 ) conical charge of an
explosive substance; 7 ) conical sample in which a converging conical
shock wave is generated; 8) copper conical liner launched by detonation
products produced by the detonation charge 6.

employing conical explosive generators22.23."utilizing the
geometric cumulation effect and irregular (Mach) reflection of conically converging shock waves. Additional concentration of energy due to convergence of ultrasonic waves
toward the symmetry axis, compared with the planar case,'
was achieved in this case; moreover the stability of flow was
higher than in the spherical case.41
The apparatus consisted of a metal cone (which was
made of aluminum, steel, or copper) placed inside the cavity
of a conical shock-wave generator (Fig. 1). A converging
wave was created in a cone either by direct action of the
products of detonation or by the shock created in a metal
liner (made of aluminum or copper) over the whole lateral
surface area of the cone. In the case of a conical shock-wave
generator used most frequently in our experiments the velocity of a 3-mm copper liner approaching a cone with a vertex
angle 2a amounting to 60" amounted to 2.75 km/sec in the
middle part of the lateral surface of the cone. The base distance, in which the linear was accelerated, was 3-4 times
greater than its thickness and the convergence of the shock
waves along the circular base of the cone was synchronized
to better than 50 ns. A Mach wave in a copper cone then had
a diameter of 7-8 mm at a distance of 40-50 mm from its
vertex, the wave velocity of the Mach disk was 12.1 km/s,
and the pressure was P = 6 Mbar. A stepped target was
placed in a flat-bottomed cylindrical or conical recess of
depth at least 10 mm and located at the center of the cone
base. The target diameter was 2-2.5 times greater than the
diameter of the Mach disk. This configuration made it possible to avoid the influence of unloading waves, traveling
along the front of the wave incident from the free surface
(cone base), on the parameters of the converging conical
shock wave and, consequently, on the parameters of the
Mach disk. Measurements were carried out in the central
parts of the targets with the diameter of the active region up
to 4 mm (in this case the diameter of the Mach high-pressure
region was from 6 to 10 mm). This allowed us to analyze the
experimental data ignoring the curvature of the Mach disk:
we disregarded the streak photographs which recorded a dis743
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tortion of the wave pattern because of the curvature of the
Mach wave or a random deviation of this wave from the
symmetry axis of the cone. The thickness of the target layers
(up to 1 mm) and of the diameters of the apertures in them
( 1-3 mm) were determined from the condition ensuring the
absence of the influence of lateral unloading at the edges of
the apertures45on the assumption that the penetration of
shock waves in the material of the sample was weak. A control series of experiments, in which measurements were carried out over baselines from 0.5 to 3.0 mm long, indicated
that the attenuation of a Mach wave in the target layers was
at most 2-2.5% over baselines of this length.
A better understanding of the flow pattern behind the
front of a Mach shock wave and a better experimental configuration were ensured by numerical modeling46 of the
physical processes in generators of conical shock waves, carried out using an equation of state of copper valid in a wide
range of condition^.'.^ The identity of the calculated and experimental data confirmed that the parameters of the target
and measurement circuit were selected correctly.
The gasdynamic parameters were determined using an
optical baseline method. We measured the radiation which
appeared when a shock wave reached the free surfaces of the
target. Time-resolved radiation intensity was recorded photographically using Imacon-640 (50-100 ns/mm scale) and
Kadr-2 ( 10-20 ns/mm scale) image-converter cameras. Before each series of experiments the apparatus was calibrated
in order to check that the linearity and the actual scale
agreed with the nominal one.
An analysis of the experimental data was made by the
reflection method in which copper was used as a comparison
reference material. Therefore, all the target configurations
included a copper substrate. The parameters of shock waves
in this substrate were determined in a preliminary series of
experiments using generators of conical shock waves and, as
far as possible, were monitored in the remaining experiments. At pressures up to 9 Mbar the calculations were carried out using a shock adiabat of copper36
D = 3.899 1.520U- 0.0071U2, whereas at higher pressures use was made of the results of calculations based on the
equation of state of Ref. 6, which was in good agreement
with the experimental results.""
The values of the shock compressibility of solid bismuth
samples obtained in the experiments involving irregular reflection of conically converging shock waves are listed in
Table I (lines 33-37). The results of experiments on isentropic expansion of shock-compressed bismuth in aluminum,
Plexiglas, and air, corresponding to the states on the shock
adiabatic in I, are given in Table 111. The data on shock
compression and isentropic unloading of copper samples as
well as the thermodynamic parameters calculated from the
equations of state of Ref. 6, demonstrating a spectrum of the
pressures realized using conical shock-wave generators described above, as well as the parameters of copper screens
used in the bismuth experiments, are all collected in Table
IV (lines 2-6). The tabulated values were obtained by averaging the results of measurements of the wave velocities over
between four and ten experiments and there were two independent measurements in each experiment; the error of these
data was estimated to be 3% and the confidence limit was
0.95.
An alternative method for increasing the launching ve-

+
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TABLE IV. Shock compression isentropic unloading parameters of copper samples (measurements and calculations based on Ref. 6 ) attainable using shock wave generators available at
present.
Shock load~ng

Unloading

N ~ , Type of \hock
wave generdtor

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
40
11
12
13

GPSW
GCSW
GCSW
GCSW
GCSW**
GCSW*'
GCSW LCS
GCSW LCS
GCSW LCS
LCS***
LCS***
LCS***
LCS***

+
+
+

6.68
8-9
9.8
11.2
12.1
13.2
13.9
15.7
17.2
9.28
10.4
11.0
12.5

1.8
3.35
3.96
4.86
5.55
6.2
6.8
8.1
9.2
3.5
4.2
4.64
5.7

1.2
2.7
3.5
4.8
6.0
7.3
8.4
11.4
24.1
2.9
3.9
4.5
6.3

0.081
0.070
0.068
0.063
0 061
0.059
0.057
0.054
0.052
0.069
0.067
0.065
0.061

0.55
1.06
1.25
1.48
1.63
1.78
1.89
2.09
2.24
1.14
1.36
1.47
1.70

2 200
5 600
8 000
13 200
17 300
22 400
27 250
39 800
52 500
6500
10200
12 350
19300

-

-

7.2

0.69

-

-

12.3
14.5
16.0
20.4
23.2
7.6
9.4
10.6
13.4

2.04
2.8
3.5
5.8
7.3
0.77
1.2
1.5
2.4

-

-

S.5

SB
S7
S8

S,
St,

*The corresponding isentropes are identified in Figs. 6 and 9.
**In the case of isentropes representing additional unloading in Plexiglas the velocity is D,,,,,
= 14.4 and 15.9 km/s.
***Values of the mass velocity U obtained by the deceleration method.
Note. Here, GPSW denotes generators of plane shock waves, GCSW denotes generators of
conical shock waves, and LCS denotes stratified cumulative systems.

locity of the striker, not associated with centripetal or axipetal motion ofdetonation and shock waves, involves the use of
stratified launching systems. '8.19-2'.35 The principle of operation of such systems is based on a mechanism analogous to
the acceleration of a light body and its elastic collision with a
heavy body.'' The simplest variant of a one-stage layer configuration consists of metal strikers of different thickness
and an intermediate layer of matter characterized by a low
dynamic rigidity, acting as an elastic spacer. In contrast to
the systems in which the acceleration is due to expansion of
an intermediate layer at rest (such as electrical explosions of
foils"), the expansion phase in a layer configuration with an
incident heavy striker occurs in a moving coordinate system,
which increases further the launching velocity. Compression of an intermediate layer is performed by the transmitted
and reflected shock waves and the conditions of inertial confinement of the components of the system.
In the development of explosive multilayer launching
systems we have to face a number of problems associated
with the specific nature of the process of multistage acceleration. The operation and optimization of a stratified system
was analyzed by a gasdynamic calculation of the parameters
of the acceleration process using broadly applicable equations of state and also performing entropy thermodynamic
calculations of the heating of the launched strikers. They
showed that the main contribution to the heating of a striker
comes from the first shock wave transmitted by it and the
loading conditions approach isentropic, so that we have to
use an intermediate layer with a low dynamic rigidity. Then,
a single-stage accelerator can ensure a sufficiently high (by a
factor of about 1.5) increase in the velocity of the striker.
Calculations show that the maximum velocity attainable for
a given thickness of the accelerating and accelerated strikers
is also reached when the accelerated striker is subjected to a
single shock loading. The distance in which it reaches its
final velocity is approximately equal to the initial thickness
of the intermediate easily compressed layer. Moreover, such
744
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an acceleration regime reduces the possibility of spalling of
the accelerated striker and the selection of the minimum
thickness of the spacer minimizes the influence on the process of acceleration of the rear rarefaction wave and the acceleration of the shock wave in the material ofthe inert intermediate layer.
The third series of experiments was carried out using
stratified launching systems. In this case we used an ensemble consisting of a steel accelerating striker, 1 mm thick and
60 mm in diameter, moulded into a steel ring 8-10 mm thick,
which was driven by the detonation products of a condensed
explosive. The velocity of the striker after acceleration over
the distance of 30 mm was 5-5.5 km/s and its flat part striking a Plexiglas spacer 1 mm thick was 30-40 m m in diameter. This made it possible to use accelerated molybdenum
strikers (0.1-0.2 mm thick), which were 300 mm in diameter, and to measure the velocities in the central part (up to 12
mm in diameter) of the target. The distance to the target in
which the latter striker was accelerated amounted to 1.2-1.5
of the thicknesses of the easily compressed spacer.
A stepped target was 0.3-0.5 mm thick and had recesses
of the order of 0.15-0.3 mm deep, which served as the measuring baseline; these recesses were on the side of the incident striker and on the outer side, separated by a fixed distance from a transparent Plexiglas window. The target
thickness and the measurement baseline were selected, for
given materials of the striker and sample (target), so as to
ensure homogeneity of the flow and the absence of a distorting influence of the unloading waves generated on the free
surface of the striker at the striker-target interface. The target construction made it possible to record information continuously on the whole flow field, to monitor a quasionedimensional nature and steady-state conditions over the
measuring baseline, and essentially doubled the kinematic
information. This made it possible to allow for the distorting
influence of the curvature of the striker (its radius of curvature resulting from the natural difference between the loadGlushak eta/
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ing conditions at the center and at the edges was of the order
of 10-30 cm) and to introduce suitable corrections in the
case when the conditions differed only slightly from the
planar flow.
We used launching systems with one or two acceleration stages. In the latter case a steel striker 2.5 mm thick,
accelerated in a distance of 38 mm, was used as the accelerating body, while the first intermediate layer was a 5-mm thick
spacer made of an explosive. The construction of the main
stage was the same for both variants of the experiments.
The range of velocities of molybdenum strikers in oneand two-stage stratified launching systems of the type described above was widened to 7-13 km/sec compared with
5-6 km/sec in the case of the conventional end launching of
metal plate~.~."he characteristic time intervals which had
to be determined in our experiments were l o - ' s which
was an order of magnitude less than the times needed to
record kinematic parameters in typical explosion experim e n t ~ . ' -For
~ this reason when complex systems were employed, determination of the dynamic compressibility and
the parameters of isentropic expansion of shock-compressed
solid samples of copper, aluminum, and bismuth was carried
out using the optical baseline method. Fast-response highly
sensitive Agat SF image-converter cameras4' made it possi% the
ble to determine the time intervals to within ~ 2 when
scale on the screen was 2 ns/mm.
We determined the velocity of an incident molybdenum
striker W,,, the velocity of the front of a shock wave in a
metal target using different measurement baselines, and the
velocity D , of a shock wave generated in air at atmospheric
pressure by a metal plasma expanding in an unloading wave
at a velocity Us.The mass velocity of U of the shock-compressed substance and the pressure P behind the front of the
wave were determined by the deceleration method5using the
. ~ ~ velocity of the
known shock adiabat of m ~ l y b d e n u mThe
free surface W , was calculated using tables4' and the velocity
of the shock wave in air determined experimentally (from
the steep increase in the radiation intensity at the moment of
arrival of the first air shock wave at the barrier). Streak
photographs revealed clearly not only this time but also
when the Plexiglas lost its transparency. However, we were
unable to link this time directly to the arrival at the barrier of
a substance undergoing unloading or to any other phase of
the process. This was due to the fact that the Plexiglas lost its
transparency at shock compression pressures between 30
and 130 kbar,49 and the shock waves circulating in the air
gap between the expanding substance and the barrier provided such a pressure only after two or three reflections. The
circulating shock waves also compressed the gaseous substance (or the substance in the form of a two-phase vaporliquid mixture) undergoing unloading, which reduced the
expansion velocity. Therefore, our method of determining
gasdynamic parameters in the case of isentropic unloading
in air was in this case best justified from the physical point of
view. This method was used also in experiments involving
generators of conical shock waves.
The experimentally determined values of the dynamic
compressibility of nonporous aluminum and bismuth samples obtained in stratified launching experiments are listed in
Table I (lines 38-46). The corresponding data on isentropic
expansion in air, which was at atmospheric pressure, are
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given in Table 111. The data for copper obtained in the series
of experiments are in Table IV (lines 10-1 3). Each experimental point was obtained by averaging the results of
between four and six experiments and the kinematic parameters were determined in these experiments to within an error of 3%.
In a fourth series of experiments we increased the parameters of the shock waves using conical shock wave generators to accelerate strikers in a stratified launching system.
A Mach shock wave reaching the base of a cone interacted
via a condensed explosive spacer, 1.5-2 mm thick, with an
accelerating striker which reached a velocity of the order of
16 km/sec after acceleration over a distance of 2 mm. When
this velocity was reached, the molybdenum (0.1 mm thick)
or tungsten (0.25 mm thick) striker collided with a target
where the velocity measurements were carried out in a region 100-500 p m thick and with a diameter if at most 2.5
mm in the central part. The target had a stepped construction: it consisted of three layers of a combined copper substrate and screen 10Cb200 p m thick, a base layer up to 500
p m thick, and a Plexiglas layer. These experiments showed
that when the diameter of the Mach disk was about 8 mm
(and for the selected spacer thickness and the distance
between the striker and the target) the distortion of the
striker during its acceleration did not exceed the limits beyond which we could not carry out shock-wave measurements. Streak photographs of the experiments carried out in
this way indicated that the front of the shock wave in the
target retained the shape of a flat disk in the field of vision of
the image-converter camera (the diameter of this region did
not exceed 6 mm) .
The parameters of shock waves in copper and the data
on the unloading of copper from the various states in air at
atmospheric pressure obtained in this series of experiments
are listed in Table IV (lines 7-9). In these experiments we
determined only the velocity D in shock-compressed copper
and the rate of its expansion during unloading. The other
parameters were calculated from the equation of ~ t a t e . " ~
Line 7 in Table IV sums the results of six experiments,
whereas lines 8 and 9 give the results of two experiments
each. Combination, in one series of experiments, of two
methods for increasing the shock pressure made it possible
to investigate for the first time isentropic unloading of a solid
copper sample from an initial state at a pressure of 14.1 + 1
Mbar at a temperature of the order of 5 eV. In the case of
copper there was good agreement between the results of our
experiments (line 8 in Table IV) carried out using a stratified launching system and a generator of conical ultrasonic
waves with the results reported in Ref. 22, where a similar
state on the shock adiabat and during unloading in air was
obtained as a result of the interaction between Mach shock
waves and the sample. This was additional confirmation of
the reliability of the thermodynamic information which we
obtained using the methods for creation of powerful shock
waves described above.
3. DISCUSSIONOF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The new experimental data on aluminum are in good
agreement (on the low-pressure side) with the results obtained using explosive and pneumiatic generators of shock
10,12.43 and on the very high pressure side with the
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results of unique measurements of the absolute compressibility5' and those obtained using the technique of strong
explosions.'7325,26
The states of a degenerate aluminum plasma achieved
in our experiments had parameters in the range where a
phase transition was predicted on the basis of earlier experim e n t ~ .This
~ ' transition should result from a major modification of the electron structure when the degree of compression was p/p, -2, as confirmed by quantum-mechanical
calculations carried out in the spherical approximation by
the Hartree method.52Our results demonstrated no anomalies whatever which could be attributed to redistribution of
electrons between the shells during compression. The new
data on the compressibility of the aluminum plasma were in
reasonable agreement with the calculations carried out employing the quantum-mechanical augmented-plane-wavewhich (in contrast to the schematic approximation
used in Ref. 52) predicted no phase transition. Similar conclusions were drawn also from calculations of the shock
~ ~the
. ~megabar
~
range of
compressibility of a l ~ m i n u min
pressures carried out using modified Hartree-Fock-Slater
models providing a more accurate description of the exchange effects than the approximation employed in Ref. 52.
An analysis of all the experimental data available at
present 10,12,l7.25,50 and our results made it possible to describe the shock adiabat of aluminum over a wide range of
pressures and densities by a smooth curve (Fig. 2) showing
no electronic transitions which would affect the plasma
compressibility. Aluminum plasma states attained in our experiments were, according to the equation of state,3 in the
range of reduced densities (p/p, -0.5) and large increases
in temperature near the curve representing high-temperature evaporation and in the vicinity of the critical point of
aluminum (Fig. 3).
Figure 4 shows the experimental shock adiabat of normal-density bismuth plotted using D-U coordinates. We can
see that on the low-pressure side the new data are in good
agreement with the results of earlier investigations. 32956 The
use of generators of conical shock waves and stratified cumulation systems made it possible to raise the limit of maximum attained pressures on the shock adiabat 6.7 Mbar and,

FIG. 3. Pressure-entropy (P-S) diagram of aluminum calculated using
the equation of state from Refs. 2 and 3. 1) Shock adiabat of aluminum;
2)-5) isotherms representing 5 x lo', 1 0 lo',
~ 20X lo', and 5 0 10'
~ K,
respectively; S,-S, are unloading isentropes representing our results. The
shaded regions represent two-phase solid-liquid and liquid-vapor states.

together with the data obtained using generators of planar
shock waves, to extend greatly the range of investigated
states of shock-compressed bismuth. Determination of thermodynamic states crossed consecutively when a metal expands adiabatically after being subjected to preliminary
compression and irreversible heating in the front of a powerful shock wave, made it possible to obtain for the first time
the thermodynamic properties of a dense nonideal bismuth
plasma in a part of the phase diagram inaccessible to other
methods. The experimental data on unloading of bismuth in
aluminum, Plexiglas (polymethylmethacrylate), and air
made it possible to plot, in the P-U plane, the isentropes S,,
S,, S,, S,, and S, (Fig. 5) (the isentropess,, S,, and S, could
be plotted only approximately on the basis of the available
experimental data) and then find the thermodynamic P- VE variables using the expressions in Eq. ( 1) . A calculation
carried out using these relationships indicated that the density of an expanding metal changes by almost three orders of
magnitude when crossing states from a strongly compressed
~ )a quasiideal Boltzmann plasma
metal liquid ( p = 2 . 6 ~ to
and a metallic vapor (p = 10-2p,). Isentropic expansion
from the states of the shock adiabat reached in our experiments lifts the degeneracy of electrons, drastically alters the

4 1k m l s

Z

J

4

5

6
U, kmls

FIG. 2. Velocity (D-U) diagram of aluminum. The points are the experimental results taken from 1) Ref. 51; 2 ) Ref. 53; 3) Ref. 12; 4 ) Ref. 50; 5 )
Ref. 58; 6) our results. The curves represent calculations: 7 ) using the
equation of state from Refs. 2 and 3; 8 ) interpretation of the results of
comparative experiments on compressibility of aluminum and quartzites8;
9 ) calculation made on the basis of the Thomas-Fermi model with quantum and exchange correction^.^'
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FIG. 4. Shock adiabat of bismuth: 1) results of Ref. 32; 2) experimental
results of A.A. Bakanova; 3 ) results obtained in the present study using
layer cumulative systems; results of experiments carried out employing
generators of conical shock waves. The continuous curve represents
D = 2.05 + 1.341 U (Ref. 61) and the dashed continuation represents
extrapolation to the range of parameters investigated in the present study.
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FIG. 5. Shock adiabat and expansion isentropes of bismuth: 1)-4) shock
adiabats of bismuth, aluminum, Plexiglas, and air at atmospheric pressure; W and 0(S, ,s , , and S, ) are the results obtained using linear generators of plane shock waves; W (S,-S, ) are the results obtained employing
generators of conical shock waves; results obtained using layer cumulative systems.

electron energy spectrum, induces a metal-insulator transition in the disordered electron structure, and forms a plasma
which is nonideal due to various types of the interparticle
interaction.
Our experimental results demonstrated that the properties of bismuth change continuously as it expands from the
condensed to the gaseous state without significant discontinuities of the thermodynamic functions or any hydrodynamic
anomalies which could be interpreted as specific plasma
phase transitions.
Figure 6 shows the positions of the experimental points
in the P-Upiane, the shock adiabats, and the results of calculations6 of metastable and equilibrium isentropes associated
with unloading of copper samples with different initial porosities. The starting points in the calculation of the S,-S,,
isentropes were the states on shock adiabats of solid samples

FIG. 6. Shock adiabat and expansion isentropes of copperh: m are the
shock adiabats for samples with different initial porosities; S,-S,,,are
expansion isentropes of shock-compressed samples calculated using the
equation of state of Ref. 6 with the initial points for the S,-S,, isentropes
representing states on the shock adiabat obtained in the present study; the
dashed curves are metastable parts of isentropes with the two-phase region; represents the results of the present study obtained using generators of conical shock waves (isentropes S,-S,) and using generators together with stratified cumulative systems (isentropes S,-S,,,); A
represents the results taken from Ref. 22.
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1

T

FIG. 7. Deviation from the "doubling" rule exhibited by the velocity of
expansion in atmospheric-pressure air of shock-compressed metal samples: 1) results obtained using stratified cumulative systems; 2 ) results
obtained using generators of conical shock waves and of such generators
in combination with stratified cumulative systems; 3 ) results taken from
Ref. 60.

obtained in our experiments. An analysis of the relative positions of the experimental points and calculated unloading
isentropes leads to the conclusion that our data are not in
conflict with the equation of state of Ref. 6.
Figure 7 shows graphically the experimental values of
the quantity W , - 2U, which is a deviation from the "doubling" rule applicable to unloading, as a function of the material velocity U in shock-compressed aluminum, copper,
and bismuth samples. The data on aluminum and copper are
in satisfactory agreement with the calculated curves reported in Refs. 3 and 6, respectively, whereas the data on bismuth

FIG. 8. Entropy diagram of bismuth. Here, m are the shock adiabats of
nonporous and porous samples; 1-3 are the lines of final states during
unloading in aluminum, Plexiglas, and air at atmospheric pressure; M and
R are two-phase solid-liquid and liquid-vapor regions; CP is the critical
point; r represent lines of constant values of the parameter representing
deviation from the Coulomb ideal behavior, a are lines representing constant values of the degree of ionization of the plasma. The isentropes s,S, correspond to Fig. 5.
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FIG. 9. Entropy diagram of copper. Here, arethe experimental values
obtained in the present study; S,-S,, are unloading isentropes calculated
using the equation of state of Ref. 6 for the initial states obtained in the
present study; 1-3 are iso-charge lines which are the states reached on
shock adiabats of various samples shock-loaded by an iron striker accelerated to velocities of 5,9, and 15 km/s, respectively.

obtained by two methods are in mutually satisfactory agreement. A considerable deviation from the "doubling" rule
provides an independent confirmation of the evaporation of
a shock-compressed substance during unloading.,'
The entropy diagrams of Figs. 8 and 9 show the calculated phase boundaries, which are lines representing constant values of the Coulomb nonideal behavior parameter
T = ( 4 ~ n ) " ' ( e ~ / k ~ )obtained
~/'
by plasma calculations
by means of the ring approximation in the grand canonical
ensemble of statistical mechanic^,^' and lines representing
constant values of the degree of ionization a = n, /n of bismuth. The entropy diagram of bismuth is the result of application of a semiempirical equation of state derived by the
method described in Ref. 3 (p. 108). In the case of unloading
in air the final states of the isentropes lie in the liquid phase
range (here S , represents bismuth and S, represents copper), in a two-phase vapor-liquid mixture (S, and S, represent bismuth, whereas S,-S3 and S,-S, represent copper),
or in a quasiideal Boltzmann gaseous plasma with transcritical parameters (S,-S6 and S, represent bismuth,whereas
S4, S, , and S,, represent copper). The final state of a supercritical transition in copper from a strongly heated metallic
liquid (P= 14.1 Mbar, T = 52 500 K, V = 0.0521 cm3/g)
to a low-density weakly collisional plasma is characterized
by the following calculated parameters: P = 7.3 kbar,
T = 9200 K, V= 1.3 cm3/g, a = 0.003. In this region the
value of the parameter representing nonideal behavior is
close to unity both for copper and bismuth. The degree of
ionization of bismuth in this state (lower point of the isentrope Sc,) is of order 0.1. A calculation of the
properties of such a bismuth plasma can be made sufficiently
reliably by conventional statistical physics methods and this
of
makes possible the
a substance on the basis of mechanical measurements reported by US,as proposed by Zeldovich. l,"
A
thermodynamic description is achieved because it is possible to calculate the entropy of bismuth in the
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region of a nonideal gas plasma-lower points of the isentropes S4-S6, and S,-using models of the type described in
Ref. 37. According to Refs. 1 and 38, the temperature Tof a
shock-compressed substance is then found from a thermodynamic identity representing the second law of thermodynamics: T = ( d E + Pd V)/dS, where E, P, and Vare known
from the measurements of the kinematic characteristics of
shock waves for the initial states on the shock adiabat of two
adjacent unloading isentropes. There is no need to know the
absolute values of the entropy for these isentropes; it is sufficient to find the difference AS. Such calculations were carried out in Ref. 59 for copper in the case when the final states
of the unloading isentropes lie in the region of the solid phase
and it is possible to determine the final temperature of a
sample so as to calculate the entropy. Our measurements
together with the calculations reported in Ref. 37, make it
possible to carry out this procedure for bismuth in the
transcritical part of the phase diagram.
The authors are grateful for the calculations and valuable comments of L. V. Al'tshuler, A. V. Bushman, and V.
K. Gryaznov.
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